Introduction to IGES PoA templates

Step1. Complete the “PoA template1”

- Select the appropriate sentences from the drop-down lists in the highlighted section using the guideline in gray cells.

During the workshop, you don’t need to fill in the cells where drop-down lists are not provided (you might do so after you have more concrete project ideas).
Step 2. Calculate Emission Reductions

- Fill a few basic data elements and conditions in the "Data" sheet with reference to "PoA template2"
- See the result of calculated emission reductions

During this workshop, you don't need to adjust other calculation sheets. i.e., "PE", "BE" and "ER"

Step 3. Complete description of “PoA template2”.

- Select your assumptions from drop-down lists or fill in data and information for the sections highlighted in yellow.
- Most of parameters are already provided or linked to "Data" "ERs", "BEs" and "PEs" tabs

Basically you are only required to check the parameters

- An example of a monitoring plan is already provided.
- For this workshop, you will just check how it looks like.

Step 5. Complete “CPA” template.

- Select your assumptions from drop-down lists for the sections highlighted in yellow or extract information from other parts.
- During this workshop, you don’t need to fill in the cells where drop down-lists are not provided.